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Annotation and Prediction
of Movie Sentiment Arcs
Andreas van Cranenburgh, University of Groningen

Computational Stylistics Workshop
on Emotion and Sentiment Analysis in Literature, 2022

Some narratologists have argued that all stories derive from a limited set of archetypes.
Speci�cally, Vonnegut (2005) claims in his Shapes of Stories lecture that if we graph the
emotions in a story over time, the shape will be an instance of one of six basic story shapes.
The work of Jockers (2015) and Reagan et al. (2016) purports to con�rm this hypothesis
empirically using automatic sentiment analysis (rather than manual annotations of story arcs)
and algorithms to cluster story arcs into fundamental shapes. Later work has applied similar
techniques to movies (Del Vecchio et al., 2019). This line of work has attracted criticism.
Swa�ord (2015) argues that sentiment analysis needs to be validated on and adapted to
narrative text. Enderle (2016) argues that the various methods to reduce story shapes to the
putative six fundamental types are actually producing algorithmic artifacts, and that random
sentiment arcs can also be clustered into six “fundamental” shapes.

In this paper I will not attempt to �nd fundamental (or even universal) story shapes, but I
will take the observed story shape for each narrative as is, without trying to cluster them into
archetypes. My aim is to perform an empirical validation of how well basic sentiment analysis
tools can reproduce a sentiment arc obtained through manual annotation based on narrative
text. Rather than considering novels as narratives, I consider movies, since the annotation of
movies, when done in real time, is less time consuming. In a previous abstract, I considered
the task of predicting the annotated sentiment of individual sentences from movie scripts (van
Cranenburgh, 2020), and concluded that sentiment analysis tools achieve comparable
performance on narrative text as compared to reviews and social media text (pace Swa�ord
2015). In this abstract I consider the task of predicting the overall sentiment as annotated
based on watching the movie. This task is more challenging since the connection between the
narrative sentiment and the narrative text is potentially more distant.

DH bachelor students selected 18 movies from various genres and annotated them with
sentiment arcs. Our notion of sentiment is the same as Vonnegut’s notion of good versus ill
fortune at each point in the narrative. Each annotator watched one or more movies and
annotated the overall sentiment for each minute of the movie with a label representing a
negative, neutral or positive sentiment. These labels form the ground truth for our task.

The next step is to see how well simple sentiment analysis methods can approximate these
annotations based on the subtitles of the movies. For sentiment analysis we use the VADER
(Hutto & Gilbert, 2014) rule-based sentiment analysis tool for English, as part of the NLTK
library. Given the annotations and subtitles of a movie, we can plot a sentiment arc by taking a
moving average of the annotations or predicted sentiment of the preceding 10 minutes (i.e.,



each point in the plot will represent an aggregate sentiment score based on multiple
annotations or subtitles). Figure 1 shows such a visualization of two movies. For the �rst
movie, the shape of the sentiment arc is reasonably well predicted. For the second movie, there
are some matching peaks and valleys, but the predicted arc is admittedly less accurate. Notice
that in the second movie, there are gaps in the line for the sentiment based on subtitles, since
these parts of the movie contain no dialogue.

Figure 1: Sentiment arcs, automatically predicted vs annotated.

We can also try to predict the annotated labels using the subtitles of the movie as input. We
group the subtitles into chunks of 1 minute, corresponding to the intervals that were
annotated by the annotators. We apply VADER to all subtitle text within each chunk.
VADER returns continuous scores in the range [-1, 1]. We discretize these scores using a
threshold t. For each score s, if s < -t, the score is converted to a negative label, if s > t, the score
is converted to a positive label; other scores are converted to neutral labels. See Table 1 for the
classi�cation scores. The table shows per-label micro F1-scores and the overall  accuracy score.



Table 1: Sentiment classi�cation scores (F1 scores for labels, accuracy for overall score);
sentiment predicted using VADER with threshold=0.75.

VADER is a very simple lexicon- and rule-based sentiment analysis tool. Perhaps a machine
learned sentiment analysis performs better? We train a regularized Logistic Regression model
with tf-idf bag-of-words (BoW) features to predict the annotated labels. We report scores with
5-fold crossvalidation; see Table 2. The BoW model obtains a similar overall score compared
to the VADER model.

precision    recall  f1-score   support

neg      43.7      35.8      39.3       825
neu      39.1      49.1      43.6       768
pos      27.7      25.0      26.3       468

accuracy                          38.3      2061

Table 2: Sentiment classi�cation scores (cross-validated); sentiment predicted using Logistic
Regression on tf-idf Bag-of-Words.



In conclusion, it appears that predicting sentiment arcs from narrative text is a challenging
task. Subtitles of movies are not necessarily comparable to the text of novels as considered by
Jockers (2015) and Reagan et al. (2016) or the movie scripts used by Del Vecchio et al. (2019),
since subtitles only contain dialogue. Still, these results call for caution in relying on sentiment
analysis to obtain sentiment arcs for narratives, echoing Swa�ord’s (2015) critique.

This abstract has only applied very basic methods. More sophisticated machine learning
methods such as word embeddings and transformers should be evaluated in future work to
get a better upper bound on how well the sentiment arcs can be predicted from text. Another
promising direction for future work is to replace the three-label classi�cation approach with
an evaluation that evaluates the shape of the plots, regardless of amplitude/intensity, and
without the arbitrary discretization of sentiment scores. Finally, rather than a quantitative
evaluation of predictability, a qualitative study of the sentiment arcs would undoubtedly
provide many insights.
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